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Impact of industrial versus biomass
burning aerosols on the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation

Check for updates

Robert J. Allen 1 , Claire Vega2, Eva Yao3 & Wei Liu1

The ocean’s major circulation system, the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), is
slowing down. Such weakening is consistent with warming associated with increasing greenhouse
gases, as well as with recent decreases in industrial aerosol pollution. The impact of biomass burning
aerosols on the AMOC, however, remains unexplored. Here, we use the Community Earth System
Model version 1 Large Ensemble to quantify the impact of both aerosol types on the AMOC. Despite
relatively small changes in North Atlantic biomass burning aerosols, significant AMOC evolution
occurs, including weakening from 1920 to ~1970 followed by AMOC strengthening. These changes
are largely out of phase relative to the corresponding AMOC evolution under industrial aerosols.
AMOC responses are initiated by thermal changes in sea surface density flux due to altered shortwave
radiation. An additional dynamicalmechanism involving theNorth Atlantic sea-level pressure gradient
is important under biomass-burning aerosols. AMOC-induced ocean salinity flux convergence acts as
a positive feedback. Our results show that biomass-burning aerosols reinforce early 20th-century
AMOC weakening associated with greenhouse gases and also partially mute industrial aerosol
impacts on the AMOC. Recent increases in wildfires suggest biomass-burning aerosols may be an
important driver of future AMOC variability.

By transporting large amounts of heat, freshwater and carbon, the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is an important component
of the climate system1–5. Long-term, indirect evidence based on finger-
printing techniques supports the notion that the AMOC has weakened
throughout this past century6–8, including apossible transition froma strong
to a weak mode9. Moreover, proxy records indicate the AMOC is currently
in its weakest state relative to the last millennium10. Although these indirect
AMOC methods have been questioned11–13, a recent analysis suggests an
AMOC collapse is likely to occur by mid-century14. Quantifying long-term
AMOC evolution using direct observations, however, remains difficult due
to natural variability15,16 and the relatively short (~2 decade) observational
time period of the RAPID array17.

A robust feature of climate model simulations is 20th-century green-
house gas (GHG)-induced AMOC weakening18–21 and aerosol-induced
AMOC strengthening22–28. In fact, models participating in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project version 6 (CMIP6)29 suggest aerosols
dominate 20th-century AMOC evolution, although their role may be
overestimated25–27 due for example to excessive 1960–1990 aerosol-induced

cooling30. However, recent and future efforts to improve air quality through
decreased aerosol emissions may weaken the AMOC31,32. This implies that
the 21st-century evolution of both GHGs and aerosols may reinforce one
another, leading to enhanced warming and accelerated AMOCweakening.

Prior studies investigating the role of aerosols on the AMOC are based
on simulations with total anthropogenic aerosol emissions (and their sub-
sequent forcing), which includes both industrial (AER) and biomass
burning (BMB) aerosols22–28. This is largely due to canonical experimental
designs, such as the Detection and Attribution Model Intercomparison
Project (DAMIP)33, where models are driven by total (AER and BMB)
anthropogenic aerosol and precursor emissions. Although prior studies do
not explicitly isolate the AMOC impacts due to AER versus BMB aerosols,
some recent studies34–38 have found that the relatively large interannual
variability associated with BMB emissions (and their aerosols) can affect
longer time scale (e.g., decadal) climate variability and its mean state. For
example, an increase in BMB emissions variability from 1997-2014 (due to
the inclusion of satellite data) led to cloud thinning, an increase in surface
solar radiation and subsequent warming of the Northern Hemisphere
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(NH)34. In turn, such warming of the North Atlantic is compensated by a
decrease innorthwardoceanicheat transport associatedwith aweakeningof
the AMOC38.

Here, we exploit the availability of separateAER andBMBsimulations,
which were conducted as part of the Community Earth System Model
version 1 Large Ensemble (CESM1-LE)39,40. Thus, unlike prior AMOC
studies which have focused on the role of total (AER and BMB) aerosol
forcing, we isolate the relative roles of each type of aerosol. We find BMB
drives significant AMOC evolution, which is generally out of phase relative
to the corresponding AER AMOC evolution.

Results
Description of experiments
CESM1-LE simulations (Methods) adopt the “all-but-one-forcing”
experimental design, where the forcing agent/emissions of interest are held
fixed at the beginning of the simulation40. This includes a 40-member
ensemble with all-forcing (ALL); a 20-member ensemble with atmospheric
GHGs fixed at 1920 levels (XGHG); a 20-member ensemble with AER
emissions fixed at 1920 levels (XAER); and a 15-member ensemble with
BMB emissions fixed at 1920 levels (XBMB). The climate impact of the
forcing agent of interest is obtained by subtracting the all-but-one-forcing
simulation from the corresponding ALL simulation. In this manner, the
BMB climate signal is defined as ALL−XBMB; the AER signal as ALL
−XAER; and the GHG signal as ALL−XGHG. We use 20 ensemble
members for ALL,GHGandAER, and 15members for BMB. In contrast to
single-forcing experiments (e.g., DAMIP), the CESM1-LE all-but-one-
forcing experimental design includes nonlinear interactions (e.g., possible
impacts of GHG-induced warming on aerosol-cloud interactions).
Although such experimental design choices have been shown to impact the
AER-forced response in CESM2-LE41 (the successor to CESM1-LE), this
sensitivity to experimental design is not found in CESM1-LE42.

This analysis focuses on the 1920–2029 time period, as the XBMB
simulations end in 2029. In the subsequent sections, time series show
regional averages over two regions (depending on the variable), including
the North Atlantic (30-65∘N; 0-80∘W; Supplementary Fig. 1a) and the
subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA; 45-65∘N; 0-80∘W; Supplementary Fig. 1b).
The larger, North Atlantic region is used to investigate the initiators of
AMOC changes (e.g., drivers of AMOC trend reversals), including aerosol
evolution and surface density fluxes. The SPNA region is used to quantify
time series associated with AMOC feedback (since they tend to be largest in
the SPNA).

AMOC Evolution
Figure 1 shows the AMOC model mean annual mean time series for ALL,
GHG, AER and BMB. The AMOC is defined as the maximum stream
function below 500 m at 26∘N in the Atlantic Ocean17 (similar results exist
for nearby latitudes). Note that the GHG, AER and BMB time series start
near 0 Sverdrups (Sv = 106 m3 s−1) in 1920, as these signals are based on the
difference of experiments (as discussed above). For both AER and BMB, an
AMOC trend reversal occurs and their respective AMOC evolution is lar-
gely out of phase. The AER AMOC strengthens up to ~1990 and subse-
quently weakens, which is similar to AMOC evolution in CMIP6 models
under total (AER+BMB) anthropogenic aerosol forcing26. In contrast, the
BMB AMOC weakens up to ~1970 and subsequently strengthens. Depth
versus latitude Atlantic meridional stream function trends for AER and
BMBare includedSupplementaryFig. 2.Oceanmixed layerdepth evolves in
a similarmanner as the AMOCunder both BMB andAER (Supplementary
Fig. 3). This includes deepening of the ocean mixed layer during the time
periods of AMOC strengthening (indicative of enhanced convection) and
shallowing of the ocean mixed layer (indicative of reduced convection)
during the time periods of AMOC weakening.

The BMB AMOC weakening up to ~1970 is comparable to that
associated with GHGs at−0.6 Sv versus−0.8 Sv, respectively. This implies
that both BMB and GHG are responsible for 1920–1960 ALL AMOC
weakening (Fig. 1a). BMBhas also likely (weakly)muted the 1990-2029ALL

AMOCweakening associatedwith bothAER andGHG. In the next section,
we relate these AMOC changes (in particular the trend reversals) to cor-
responding evolution of North Atlantic aerosols.

Aerosol evolution
Figure 2 a, b shows model mean annual mean North Atlantic (30–65∘N;
0–80∘W) time series of aerosol optical depth (AOD), which represents the
amount of sunlight scattered and absorbed by all aerosols, for AER and
BMB. Aerosols act to cool the surface by reducing surface solar radiation
through both aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions. Such
aerosol-induced cooling, largely attributed to total (BMB+AER) anthro-
pogenic aerosol forcing, has been associated with AMOC strengthening in
model simulations25,26. As with the largely out-of-phase AMOC evolution
under AER versus BMB, there is also a corresponding out-of-phase evo-
lution of AOD. BMB AOD transitions from decreasing to increasing near
~1965, whereas AER AOD transitions from increasing to decreasing near
~1975. The early-period (i.e., 1920–1965) decrease in BMB AOD is related
to relatively strong negative trends in the southeast U.S. and along the east
coast of the U.S. and the western North Atlantic (Fig. 2d). The latter-period
(i.e., 1965–2029) increase in BMBAOD is related to positive trends over the
easternNorthAtlantic (note also remote positive trends in the boreal forests
of Canada and Russia; Fig. 2f). The correspondingAERAODtrend reversal
is related to both U.S. and European emissions (Fig. 2c, e), consistent with
the adoption of clean air policies.

Inspection of the NorthAtlantic AOD (Fig. 2) andAMOC (Fig. 1) time
series shows that theAODtrend reversal forbothAERandBMBprecedes the
correspondingAMOCtrend reversal. A formal lead-lagNorthAtlanticAOD
versus AMOC correlation analysis over the entire 1920-2029 time period
shows thatmaximumpositive correlationswithAERoccurwhenAOD leads
the AMOCby ~5 years (Fig. 2g). This supports the importance of aerosols in
driving AMOC changes under AER, and is consistent with prior studies25,26

showing that an increase in aerosols drives AMOC strengthening whereas a
decrease in aerosols drives AMOC weakening (i.e., a positive correlation).
AOD evolution under ALL, including North Atlantic AOD versus AMOC
lead-lag correlations (maximumpositive values when AOD leads AMOCby
~7–8 years) are similar to AER (Supplementary Fig. 4). The delayed AMOC
response is likely related to signal propagation of subpolar North Atlantic
buoyancy anomalies via Kelvin waves/boundary currents43–45, which impact
the AMOC in the lower latitudes (e.g., 26 ∘N). In contrast to AER (andALL),
however, maximum positive lead-lag correlations for BMB occur when the
AMOC leads AOD by ~7–8 years (Fig. 2h), suggesting a more complex
relationship between AOD and the AMOC for BMB.

Another important point is that theAODtrends aremuch larger under
AER (and ALL) as opposed to BMB (Fig. 2). For example, AER AOD
changes by 0.10 to 0.20 10−1 whereas BMB AOD changes by less than 0.05
10−1 (Fig. 2a,b). Although the AER AMOC change is also larger than that
under BMB (Fig. 1), this difference is considerably smaller than the corre-
sponding AOD difference. In other words, the AMOC is more sensitive to
AOD changes when those changes are due to BMB rather than AER. The
regression slope (δAMOC/δAOD) is 34.8 Sv per 10−1 for BMB versus 10.1
Sv per 10−1 for AER (ALL also yields 10.1 Sv per 10−1). As will be discussed
below, the larger BMB regression slope (δAMOC/δAOD) is related to a
dynamical response involving surface wind speeds and surface heat fluxes,
which further promotes AMOC acceleration in the latter time period under
BMB. In contrast, the dynamical response does not occur under AER.

We also note that the latter-period increase in North Atlantic BMB
AOD (Fig. 2b, f) is only weakly associated with increases in anthropogenic
aerosols. In general, anthropogenic aerosols include both industrial and
biomass burning aerosols, and include black carbon (BC), primary organic
matter (POM), sulfate (SO4) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA). In
contrast, natural aerosols (whose emissions depend on climate parameters,
such as surface wind speed) include dust and sea salt (SS). Supplementary
Fig. 5 shows North Atlantic time series and trend maps of anthropogenic
aerosol (i.e., BC+POM+SO4+SOA) and SS burden for BMB (we note that
dust aerosol does not appear to be important). Most of the latter-period
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increase in North Atlantic AOD (which includes all aerosols) under BMB
(Fig. 2b, f) is related to SS (as opposed to anthropogenic aerosols).Moreover,
the BMB evolution of SS burden (Supplementary Fig. 5b) is similar to
AMOC evolution (Fig. 1d), both of which increase during the latter time
period. A lead-lag correlation analysis supports this association, as max-
imum North Atlantic SS burden versus AMOC lead-lag correlations occur
for positive correlationswhen theAMOC leads the SS burden by a few years
(Supplementary Fig. 5h).

This helps to explain why the maximum AOD versus AMOC BMB
lead-lag correlations occur when the AMOC leads AOD (Fig. 2h). AOD
includes all aerosols, so theAMOCinfluenceon SS burden is included in the
AOD versus AMOC lead-lag correlations in Fig. 2h. Thus, the latter-period
increase in the AMOCunder BMB is not strongly associated with increases
inNorthAtlantic biomassburningaerosol (we return to this point in Section
2.5 Additional BMB Responses). We also note that although the

anthropogenic aerosol burden (which is not impacted by SS) versus AMOC
lead-lag correlations underBMB(Supplementary Fig. 5g) indicate a reduced
leading role for the AMOC (i.e., recall the AMOC clearly leads AOD; Fig.
2h), it is also the case that anthropogenic aerosols do not strongly lead
the AMOC.

As with BMB versus AER North Atlantic AOD trends (Fig. 2a, b),
anthropogenic aerosol burden trends under BMB (Supplementary Fig. 5)
are much smaller than those under AER (Supplementary Fig. 6). Although
AER also features relatively large SS burden trends (mainly in the subpolar
North Atlantic, south of Iceland), the anthropogenic aerosol burden trends
are considerably larger (in contrast to BMB). Similar to BMB, however,
evolution of AER North Atlantic SS burden (Supplementary Fig. 6b) is
similar to AER AMOC evolution (Fig. 1c). An AER lead-lag correlation
analysis supports this association, as maximum North Atlantic SS burden
versusAMOC lead-lag correlations occur for positive correlations near zero

ALL                                                     GHG

AER                                                    BMB

a

c

b

d

AMOC Time Series [Sv]

Fig. 1 | 1920-2029AMOC time series.Modelmean annualmeanAMOC time series
for a ALL; b greenhouse gas (GHG); c industrial aerosol (AER); and d biomass
burning aerosol (BMB) forcing. Units are Sverdrups (Sv) = 106 m3 s−1. Error bars
show the 90% confidence interval. Red line shows the 9-year smoothed time series.

ALL forcing time series show absolute values; GHG, AER and BMB time series show
anomalies relative to ALL (e.g., AER is estimated as ALL− XAER, where XAER is
the all-but-AER-forcing simulation).
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lead-lag (Supplementary Fig. 6h). These AER results further suggest that
changes in SS burden are in part associated with AMOC changes (i.e., a
feedback).The reasonwhy strengtheningof theAMOCis associatedwith an
increase in SS burden (and weakening of the AMOC is associated with a
decrease in SS burden), under both AER and BMB, is related to enhanced
polewardoceanheat transport underAMOCstrengthening,warming of sea

surface temperatures, and enhanced SS emissions (discussed further in
Section 2.6 AMOC Feedbacks). Moreover, part of the SS burden response
underBMB(from1960–1990) is related to adynamical response involving a
strengthenedNorthAtlantic sea-level pressure gradient and enhancednear-
surface wind speeds (Section 2.5 Additional BMB Responses), the latter of
which also contributes to increased SS emissions.

Fig. 2 | Aerosol optical depth time series and
spatial trend maps. The model mean annual mean
aerosol optical depth (AOD) plots for
a, c, e, g industrial aerosol (AER); and
b, d, f, h biomass burning aerosol (BMB) forcing.
North Atlantic (30-65∘N; 0-80∘W) 1920–2029
anomaly (i.e., ALL−XAER or ALL−XBMB) time
series of AOD for aAER and b BMB. Units are 10−1.
Error bars show the 90% confidence interval. Red
line shows the 9-year smoothed time series. Also
included are the c 1920–1975 and e 1975–2029AOD
AER trend maps; and the d 1920–1965 and
f 1965–2029AODBMB trendmaps. Trend units are
10−1 decade−1. Black symbols show regions where
the trend is significant at the 90% confidence level,
based on a standard two-tailed t-test. North Atlantic
AOD versus AMOC lead-lag correlations are shown
for gAER and h BMB. Correlations are based on the
1920–2029 model mean annual mean 9-year
smoothed and detrended times series. Symbols show
a significant correlation at the 90% confidence level,
based on a standard two-tailed t-test.

AER                                                 BMB
AOD Time Series [10-1]

a b

AOD Trend Maps [10-1 decade-1]
1920-1975 AER                                               1920-1965 BMB

1975-2029 AER                                               1965-2029 BMB

c d

e f

AOD versus AMOC Lead-Lag Correlations

g h
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Surface density fluxes
Surface density flux (SDF; Methods) indicates the loss or gain of density
(buoyancy) at the ocean surface due to thermal and haline exchanges26,46,47.
An increase in North Atlantic SDF is associated with the strengthening of
the AMOC; a decrease in SDF is associated with the weakening of the
AMOC26. Figure 3a, b shows the model mean annual mean time series of
North Atlantic (30–65∘N; 0–80∘W) SDF. The evolution of the SDF closely
corresponds to the AMOC (Fig. 1), indicating an increase inNorth Atlantic
SDF is associated with AMOC strengthening, whereas a decrease in SDF is
associated with AMOC weakening. Figure 3c,d shows the thermal com-
ponent of SDF (TSDF), which is nearly the same as SDF, implying its
importance relative to the haline component of SDF (SSDF; Fig. 3k, l). The
shortwave radiation component of TSDF (TSDFSW) is included in Fig. 3e,f.
The AER TSDFSW trend reversal near ~1970 and the BMB TSDFSW trend
reversal near ~1960 corresponds to the timing of the AOD trend reversal
under AER and BMB, respectively (Fig. 2). Both TSDFSW trend reversals
alsoprecede the corresponding SDF (andAMOC) trend reversal, suggesting
that the SDFassociatedwith surfaceSWradiation initiates both the SDFand
AMOC trend reversals. Additional SDF components, including the sensible
heat and evaporation (i.e., latent heat) TSDF are shown in Fig. 3g–j.
TSDFEVAP acts to offset part of TSDFSW whereas TSDFSH evolution is
generally similar to (but weaker than) TSDF. The other SDF components
are smaller (not shown). Similar conclusions apply for SDF evolution under
ALL forcing (Supplementary Fig. 7), in particular the importance of
TSDFSW (Supplementary Fig. 7c).

Figure 4 shows lead-lag correlation plots between the AMOC and
components of the SDF which support the above assertions. SDF,
TSDF and TSDFSW all yield significant positive correlations that lead
the AMOC. For SDF and TSDF, the maximum lead-lag correlation
occurs when they lead the AMOC by a few (~3-4) years. For TSDFSW
(Fig. 4e, f), the maximum lead-lag correlation occurs at a larger lead
time (particularly for BMB). Both AER and BMB also show significant
negative correlations where TSDFSW (and other components, such as
TSDF) lag the AMOC. Such a feature indicates an AMOC negative
feedback (to be discussed below). We also note TSDFEVAP under AER
exhibits lead-lag AMOC correlations (Fig. 4g) that are a mirror-image
of those associated with TSDFSW (Fig. 4e). This supports the above
finding that TSDFEVAP is inversely related to TSDFSW. That is, an
increase in AOD leads to decreases in surface solar radiation and hence,
increased TSDFSW. Similarly, the decrease in surface solar radiation
leads to less evaporation and decreased TSDFEVAP. Under BMB,
however, the maximum lead-lag correlations between TSDFEVAP and
AMOC occur near zero lead-lag, implying TSDFEVAP and the AMOC
are closely related (perhaps related to the smaller AOD changes). The
lead-lag correlations between TSDFSH and the AMOC (Fig. 4i,j) show
maximum correlations near zero lead-lag for AER; for BMB, however,
the maximum correlations occur when TSDFSH leads to AMOC by a
few years.

Additional BMB Responses
As mentioned above, North Atlantic AOD trends are considerably weaker
under BMB as compared to AER (e.g., Fig. 2). However, the BMB AMOC
response is relatively large (Fig. 1). This is particularly the case in the latter
timeperiod,when theBMBAMOCincreases relatively rapidly, even though
most of the AOD increase is related to increases in SS burden and not
biomass burning aerosol (Supplementary Fig. 5).We suggest that this latter-
period BMB AMOC increase is in part related to a dynamical mechanism.

Figure 5 a, b shows 1960-1990 trends (approximately 10 years before
the BMB AMOC reversal; Fig. 1d) in sea-level pressure (SLP) and near-
surface wind speed (WS) under BMB. Significant increases in WS occur,
which are related to the changes in SLP, including increased SLP near
western Europe and decreased SLP near Greenland and Iceland. Such an
SLP pattern is reminiscent of the positive phase of the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), i.e., strengthening of the Azores high and deepening of
the Icelandic low. A prior analysis found a somewhat similar SLP pattern

AER                                                BMB
Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

Thermal Component of Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

Thermal SW Radiation Component of Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

a b

c d

e f

Thermal Sensible Heat Component of Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

Haline Component of Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

Thermal Evaporation Component of Surface Density Flux [mg m-2 s-1]

g h

i j

k l

Fig. 3 | 1920–2029 surface densityflux time series.Modelmean annualmeanNorth
Atlantic (30–65∘N; 0–80∘W) anomaly (i.e., ALL−XAER or ALL−XBMB) time series
under a, c, e, g, i, k industrial aerosol (AER) and b, d, f, h, j, l biomass burning aerosol
(BMB) forcing for a, b surface density flux (SDF); c, d thermal component of SDF
(TSDF); e, f shortwave radiation component of TSDF (TSDFSW); g, h evaporation
component of TSDF (TSDFEVAP); i, j sensible heat component of TSDF (TSDFSH);
and k, l haline component of SDF (SSDF). Units are mg m−2 s−1. Error bars show the
90% confidence interval. The red line shows the 9-year smoothed time series.
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under total (AER+BMB) aerosols26. Furthermore, several studies have
found a connection between the NAO and the AMOC48–50, with a positive
NAO leading to a stronger AMOC by extracting heat from the subpolar
gyre. Similarly, several studies have found that anthropogenic aerosols,
through heterogeneous heating/cooling and the generation of Rossby
waves51–54, can trigger atmospheric teleconnection (e.g., remote SLP per-
turbations). Althoughwedonot pursue this farther here, wenote the bulk of
the 1960-1990 BMB anthropogenic aerosol burden increase occurs over
Canada (Fig. 5i), which corresponds to relatively large surface cooling (Fig.

5e). Moreover, the subpolar North Atlantic SLP and WS trends maximize
during the winter season, when the NAO exhibits its largest variability, and
the propagation of Rossy waves is favored.

The increase inWSpromotes an increase in latent and sensible cooling
and an increase in the corresponding TSDFs (Fig. 5c, d). We suggest this
dynamic mechanism contributes to the AMOC increase under BMB from
1960-1990.We also note that the increase inWS (Fig. 5b) also promotes an
increase in SS burden (Fig. 5f) through enhanced SS emissions (subpolar
North Atlantic warming associated with AMOC strengthening is relatively

Fig. 4 | Lead-lag AMOC correlation plots.Model
mean lead-lag correlation plots under
a, c, e, g, i industrial aerosol (AER) and
b, d, f, h, j biomass burning aerosol (BMB) forcing
between the AMOC and a, b surface density flux
(SDF); c, d thermal component of SDF (TSDF);
e, f shortwave radiation component of TSDF
(TSDFSW); g, h evaporation component of TSDF
(TSDFEVAP); and i, j sensible heat component of
TSDF (TSDFSH). Correlations are based on the
annual mean 9-year smoothed and detrendedNorth
Atlantic (30–65∘N; 0–80∘W) SDF and AMOC time
series. Symbols show a significant correlation at the
90% confidence level, based on a standard two-tailed
t-test.

AER                                    BMB

Thermal Component of Surface Density Flux

Thermal SW Radiation Component of Surface Density Flux

c d

e f

AMOC Lead-Lag Correlations
Surface Density Flux

a b

Thermal Evaporation Component of Surface Density Flux

Thermal Sensible Heat Component of Surface Density Flux

g h
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weak over this time period and likely less important, Fig. 5e). Thus, the
increase in WS helps to explain the SS burden increase under BMB in the
latter-time period (i.e., Supplementary Fig. 5b).

To further support the importance of this dynamical mechanism to
BMBAMOCchanges, Fig. 6 shows lead-lag correlationplots between theSLP
gradient (dSLP) and several variables. dSLP is defined as 30-50∘Nand0-60∘W
minus 60-90∘N;0-60∘W(Supplementary Fig. 1c). Thus, an increase in dSLP is
associatedwith theSLPpatternnotedabove (Fig. 5a), including increasedSLP
near theAzores anddecreased SLPnear Iceland. Thefirst thing to note is that
maximum lead-lag correlations between dSLP and the AMOC occur with
dSLP leading the AMOC by ~5 years. As this correlation is positive, it is
consistent with increased dSLP leading an increase in the AMOC (through
the aforementioned increases inWS and TSDF). Furthermore, Fig. 6b shows
dSLP and WS lead-lag correlations peak at 0 lead-lag, suggesting that the
change in near-surface wind speed is directly related to the altered pressure
gradient (i.e., an increase in dSLP is associated with an increase in WS).
Finally, Fig. 6c,d shows dSLP and both TSDF andTSDFSH exhibitmaximum
(positive) lead-lag correlations near 0 lead-lag. This supports the importance
of the increased near-surface wind speed to corresponding increases in both
TSDF and TSDFSH, which in turn promote AMOC strengthening. This
mechanism also implies that TSDF, and in particular TSDFSH lead the
AMOCunder BMB, which is supported in Fig. 4d,j. Although the 1960-1990
increase in TSDFEVAP (Fig. 5c) is also associatedwith the enhanced dSLP and
WS, the dSLP versus TSDFEVAP lead-lag correlations (over the entire 1920-
2029 time period) do not exhibit maximum correlations near 0 lead-lag (as
was the case between dSLP versus TSDF and TSDFSH). Instead, the dSLP
versus TSDFEVAP lead-lag correlations (Fig. 6e) are nearly identical to the
dSLP versus AMOC lead-lag correlations (Fig. 6a), implying the importance
of the AMOC to TSDFEVAP (i.e., Fig. 4h shows AMOC and TSDFEVAP BMB
correlations are maximum at 0 lead-lag) over the entire time period.

The BMB AMOC continues to increase post-1990 (through about
2020; Fig. 1d). The 1990–2020 BMB SLP and WS trends in the North
Atlantic are negligible (ruling out the continued importance of the dyna-
mical mechanism). Similarly, anthropogenic aerosol (BC+POM
+SO4+SOA) burden trends are negligible (most of the 1990–2020 increase
occurs over Russia; Fig. 7i). As opposed to the dynamical mechanism pre-
viously described (as well as direct anthropogenic aerosol forcing), this
continued AMOC strengthening appears to be related to an AMOC-
induced increase in ocean salinity flux convergence (Section 2.7 Ocean
Salinity&Heat Budgets). Figure 7a, b shows increases in the subpolarNorth
Atlantic sea surface density (ρ), all of which is due to an increase in the
salinity component, ρS (the thermal component, ρTweakly decreases). This
increase in sea surface density promotes enhanced convection. Continued
BMB AMOC strengthening post-1990 is also likely related to an enhanced
poleward ocean heat transport (associated with a stronger AMOC) and
surfacewarming (Fig. 7e). Similarly, relatively large TSDFEVAP (Fig. 7c) and
SS burden increases (Fig. 7f) occur, in nearly the same location as the
warming.The formerpromotesdenser surfacewater and continuedAMOC
strengthening. As previously noted, this also implies that TSDFEVAP and the
AMOC are in phase (near 0 lead-lag positive correlation; Fig. 4h).

Although the increase in SS burden (Fig. 7f) should also promote
AMOC strengthening via reducing surface solar radiation and increasing
TSDFSW, this is overwhelmed (i.e., TSDFSW decreases; Fig. 7g) by relatively
large decreases in low cloud cover (CLDLOW; Fig. 7h). The CLDLOW
decrease also largely occurs where the surface warms, again suggesting that
this response is associated with enhanced poleward ocean heat transport
and surface warming related to the stronger AMOC (discussed further in
Section 2.6 AMOC Feedbacks).

AMOC Feedbacks
We have argued that AER and BMB AMOC variations are largely initiated
by changes in the North Atlantic SDF, and in particular aerosol induced

TSDFEVAP [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]               TSDFSH [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]  

SLP [hPa decade-1]                              WS [m s-1 decade-1]  
BMB 1960-1990 Trends

a b

c d

TAS [K decade-1]                              SS Burden [mg m-2 decade-1]  

e f

BC+POM+SO4+SOA Burden [mg m-2 decade-1]  

i

TSDFSW [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]                     CLDLOW [% decade-1]  

g h

Fig. 5 | 1960-1990 BMB trend maps. 1960–1990 BMB a sea-level pressure (SLP;
[hPa decade−1]); b near-surface wind speed (WS; [m s−1 decade−1]); c thermal
evaporation component of surface density flux (TSDFEVAP; [mg m−2 s−1 decade−1]);
d thermal sensible heat component of surface density flux (TSDFSH; [mg m−2 s−1

decade−1]); e near-surface air temperature (TAS; [K decade−1]); f sea salt burden (SS;
[mg m−2 decade−1]); g thermal shortwave radiation component of surface density
flux (TSDFSW; [mg m−2 s−1 decade−1]); h low cloud cover (CLDLOW; [% decade−1);
and i anthropogenic aerosol (BC+POM+SO4+SOA; [mg m−2 decade−1]) burden
trends. Black symbols show regions where the trend is significant at the 90% con-
fidence level, based on a standard two-tailed t-test.
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dSLP versus TSDF                               dSLP versus TSDFSH

dSLP versus AMOC                                dSLP versus WS  
BMB Lead-Lag dSLP Plots

a b

c d

dSLP versus TSDFEVAP

e

Fig. 6 | Lead-lag sea-level pressure gradient (dSLP) correlation plots under BMB.
Model mean lead-lag correlation plots under biomass burning aerosol (BMB) for-
cing between the sea-level pressure gradient (dSLP; 30–50∘N and 0–60∘W minus
60–90∘N; 0–60∘W) and a AMOC; b near-surface wind speed (WS); c thermal
component of the surface density flux (TSDF); d thermal sensible heat component of

SDF (TSDFSH); and e thermal evaporation component of SDF (TSDFEVAP). Cor-
relations are based on the annual mean 9-year smoothed and detrended time series
(over the subpolar North Atlantic forWS, TSDF, TSDFSH and TSDFEVAP). Symbols
show a significant correlation at the 90% confidence level, based on a standard two-
tailed t-test.
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changes in surface SW radiation and TSDFSW (especially for AER). Under
AER, North Atlantic AOD changes are quite large (Fig. 2a) and changes in
SDF are largely due to changes in TSDFSW (Fig. 3e). Under BMB, however,
North Atlantic AOD changes are much smaller (Fig. 2b) and changes in
SDF are due to both changes in TSDFSW (Fig. 3f), as well as dynamical
changes (e.g., Figs. 5, 6) andAMOC feedbacks (Fig. 7) during the latter time
periods.

Asmentioned above, SDF can drive the AMOC, but it can also respond
to theAMOC.Weuse themethodologydeveloped in ref. 26,were theAMOC
feedback is isolated from the aerosol forced signal (Methods). Briefly, the
1920-2029 smoothed and detrended annual mean AMOC time series is
regressed onto the various fields (e.g. SST) after first removing variability
associated with the aerosol forcing (i.e., BC+POM+SO4+SOA burden).

Figure 8 illustrates such AMOC feedbacks on surface temperature
(SST), CLDLOW, TSDFSW and SS burden. A stronger AMOC is associated
with surface temperature warming (i.e., the regression slope, or “sensitivity”
is positive) south/southeast of Greenland in all three experiments (Fig.
8a–c). A stronger AMOC is also associated with a decrease in subpolar
North Atlantic low cloud cover (Fig. 8d–f). The warming is consistent with
enhanced poleward ocean heat transport due to a strongerAMOC(which is
evaluated below). The low cloud decrease is consistent with surface
warming, which favors a reduced lower-tropospheric temperature gradient
(i.e., reduced lower-tropospheric stability)55,56. Furthermore, the negative
AMOC-low cloud sensitivity corresponds to a negative AMOC-TSDFSW
sensitivity (particularly for both BMB and ALL). That is, a stronger AMOC
is associated with warming SSTs, decreased low cloud cover, and increased
surface shortwave radiation (i.e., decreased TSDFSW) southeast of Green-
land. TheAMOC feedback onTSDFSW acts tomute (if not offset) the direct
aerosol-forced TSDFSW response. Furthermore, all three experiments show
that a strongerAMOC is associatedwith an increase in SS burden (Fig. 8j–l),
largely in the subpolar North Atlantic to the south of Iceland. Such a
feedback, as previously noted, is consistent with warming SSTs and
enhanced SS emissions. The importance of SS burden to AOD changes
under BMB was previously noted (e.g., Supplementary Fig. 5).

We reiterate thatmore conventional AMOC feedbacks exist, including
positive feedback between theAMOCand surface turbulent heatfluxes. For
example, warming SSTs (e.g., south of Greenland) under a stronger AMOC
are also associatedwith increases in sensible and latent heatfluxes, which act
to cool SSTs and increase TSDFEVAP and TSDFSH (Supplementary Fig.
8a–f). These positive feedbacks dominate the overall feedback between the
AMOCandTSDF (which is positive). Similar to ref. 26, we also note that all
three experiments show that a stronger AMOC is associated with decreased
SLP near Greenland/Iceland (Supplementary Fig. 8g–j) and increases in
near-surfacewind speed in the subpolarNorthAtlantic (SupplementaryFig.
8j–l). Increased subpolar North Atlantic WS also likely promotes the
increases in the turbulent heat fluxes (and corresponding TSDFs) and SS
burden associated with a stronger AMOC.

In Section 2.4 Surface Density Fluxes, we showed that SDF is largely
dictated by TSDF, withminor contributions from SSDF (e.g., Fig. 3). SSDF,
however, only captures the surface processes that impact sea surface salinity
(e.g., precipitation, evaporation, ice melt). For example, the dominant
component of SSDF over the subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA) in all three
experiments is the ice melt component, which is partially compensated by
the evaporation component (other SSDF components are small; not
shown). SSDF, however, does not include changes in salinity transport and
mixing by the ocean. In addition to poleward ocean heat transport, the
AMOC also transports salt poleward. Thus, the expectation is that
strengthening of the AMOC will result in increased North Atlantic sea
surface salinity and a corresponding increase in the salinity component of
sea surface density, ρS. A weakening of the AMOC, however, will yield a
corresponding decrease in ρS. In otherwords, since surface processes are not
a dominant driver of North Atlantic salinity changes in these experiments,
any salinity changes are likely related to an AMOC feedback (i.e., a positive
salt advection feedback57,58).

TSDFEVAP [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]               TSDFSH [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]  

�S [kg m-3 decade-1]                              � [kg m-3 decade-1] 
BMB 1990-2020 Trends

a b

c d

TAS [K decade-1]                              SS Burden [mg m-2 decade-1]  

e f

BC+POM+SO4+SOA Burden [mg m-2 decade-1]  

i

TSDFSW [mg m-2 s-1 decade-1]                     CLDLOW [% decade-1]  
g h

Fig. 7 | 1990-2020 BMB trendmaps. 1990–2020 BMB a sea surface density due to
salinity (ρS; [kg m

−3 decade−1]); b sea surface density (ρ; [kg m−3 decade−1])
c thermal evaporation component of surface density flux (TSDFEVAP; [mg m−2

s−1 decade−1]); d thermal sensible heat component of surface density flux
(TSDFSH; [mg m−2 s−1 decade−1]); e near-surface air temperature (TAS; [K
decade−1]); f sea salt burden (SS; [mg m−2 decade−1]); g thermal shortwave
radiation component of surface density flux (TSDFSW; [mg m−2 s−1 decade−1]);
h low cloud cover (CLDLOW; [% decade−1); and i anthropogenic aerosol (BC
+POM+SO4+SOA; [mg m−2 decade−1]) burden trends. Black symbols show
regions where the trend is significant at the 90% confidence level, based on a
standard two-tailed t-test.
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Fig. 8 | AMOC feedbacks. Model mean annual mean AMOC feedback under
a, d, g, j industrial aerosol (AER); b, e, h, k biomass burning aerosol (BMB); and
c, f, i, l ALL forcing for (a-c) sea surface temperature (SST); d–f low cloud cover
(CLDLOW); g–i thermal shortwave radiation component of the surface density flux
(TSDFSW); and (j-l) sea salt burden (SS). The AMOC feedback is estimated by
regressing the 1920–2029 annualmean 9-year smoothed anddetrendedAMOC time

series onto the various fields (e.g. SST) after first removing variability associatedwith
the aerosol forcing (i.e., BC + POM + SO4 + SOA burden). Symbols show a
significant regression at the 90% confidence level, based on a standard two-tailed
t-test. Units are K Sv−1 for a–c; % Sv−1 for d–f; mg m−2 s−1 Sv−1 for g–i; and mg m−2

Sv−1 for j–l.
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Supplementary Figs. 9–11 show analyses that support these ideas. In
particular, all three forcings (AER, BMB and ALL) yield significant positive
δρS/δAMOC sensitivities (Supplementary Figs. 9–11c) from ~45∘N to 65∘N
and 0–80∘W (i.e., the SPNA). Time series of ρS over this region (Supple-
mentary Figs. 9–11a) show significant multi-decadal variability that
resembles that present in the AMOC, implying the two are closely related.
We note that this is less true for the thermal component of sea surface
density (ρT; Supplementary Figs. 9–11b), which generally follows the evo-
lution of aerosol forcing, but less so in the SPNA (relative to the largerNorth
Atlantic region). This is because aerosol impacts on SSTs in the SPNA are
muted by the previously discussed AMOC SST feedback.

Lead-lag correlations between the AMOC and SPNA ρS (Supple-
mentaryFigs. 9–11g) showmaximum(positive) correlationsnear 0 lead-lag,
but with a tendency for ρS to lag the AMOC (especially for BMB). Thus, a
stronger AMOC is associated with an increase in SPNA salinity and ρS, and
this increase in ρS is likely driven by the strongerAMOC. Similarly, aweaker
AMOC is associated with a decrease in SPNA salinity and ρS, and this
decrease in ρS is likely driven by the weaker AMOC. In contrast, maximum
lead-lag correlations between the AMOC and SPNA ρT (Supplementary
Figs. 9–11h) occur for positive correlations with ρT leading the AMOC
by ~ decade or longer. This again supports the role of aerosols in initiating
AMOC variability, in particular the AMOC trend reversals emphasized in
this paper, bymodifyingSST through changes in surface solar radiation.The
AMOC-SST feedback is also apparent here, as a secondarymaximum (here,
for negative correlations) occurs with ρT lagging theAMOC. These negative
correlations are indicativeof enhancedpolewardoceanheat transport under
a stronger AMOC, which eventually drives SPNA warming and a decrease
in ρT. Similarly, these negative correlations are indicative of reduced pole-
ward ocean heat transport under a weaker AMOC, which eventually drives
SPNA cooling and an increase in ρT. Asmentioned above, such an AMOC-
SST feedback acts to mute the direct forcing from the aerosols. That is,
aerosol cooling of SSTs drives a stronger AMOC (via decreased SW
radiation and enhanced TSDFSW), but the stronger AMOC eventually
drives warming SSTs (especially southeast of Greenland) through enhanced
poleward ocean heat transport. Under AER and ALL, these negative ρT
versus AMOC correlations take more than a decade or two to become
significant, with maximum (negative) correlations near 30+years. In con-
trast, they are significant near zero lead-lag under BMB, with maximum
(negative) values near 7-8 years (Supplementary Fig. 10h). This again
supports more pronounced impacts of AMOC feedbacks under BMB,
which is again likely related to the weaker BMB aerosol forcing.

Ocean salinity and heat budgets
To better understand the role of salinity in the AMOC evolution discussed
here, we conduct a SPNA salinity budget analysis for the upper 100 m (see
Methods; similar results also exist for the upper 200 m). Figure 9a,b shows
the annual mean model mean SPNA anomaly time series of the salinity
budget components, including 3D ocean salinity flux convergence by the
resolved Eulerianmeanflow (OSFC), horizontal diffusion (SHDIF), vertical
mixing (SVMIX) as well as the surface salinity flux (SSF; which is related to
SSDF) and ocean salinity (S). Increasing values for the salinity budget
components indicate an increase in the ocean salinity tendency (∂S∂t) over the
ocean volume (SPNA region down to 100 m depth). Equivalently,
decreasing values for the salinity budget components indicate a decrease in
the ocean salinity tendency. Consistent with the SSDF analysis (e.g., Fig. 3k,
l), changes in SSF are relatively small. Similarly, evolution of SHDIF and
SVDIF generally diverge fromS.OSFC, however, shows similar evolution as
S (and theAMOC;Fig. 1), implyingOSFC is adominant driverof changes in
S. Similar results exist for ALL (Supplementary Fig. 12a).

Our interpretation of these results is that an increase in SPNA S is
largely due to an increase inOSFC, with partial compensation fromSVMIX
and SHDIF (i.e., some of the increased salinity is vertically mixed down-
wards below100mandhorizontally diffusedoutside theSPNA). Similarly, a
decrease in SPNA salinity is largely due to a decrease in OSFC, with partial
compensation from SVMIX and SHDIF (i.e., salinity is vertically mixed

upwards and horizontally diffused inside the SPNA). A lead-lag correlation
analysis shows significant positive correlations between OSFC and AMOC
that peak near zero lead-lag (Supplementary Fig. 13), which reinforces the
close connection between the AMOC and OSFC, as well as S. Thus, we
conclude that changes in SPNA salinity are largely due to OSFC via a
positive AMOC feedback, and are not a dominant initiator of the AMOC
changes emphasizedhere.Note, however, that increases inOSFCandSPNA
salinity (i.e., ρ and ρS) are important for continued AMOC strengthening
under BMB from 1990-2020 (as discussed in Section 2.5 Additional BMB
Responses).

Figure 9 c, d shows the corresponding SPNA ocean heat budget ana-
lysis, including 3D ocean heat flux convergence by the resolved Eulerian
mean flow (OHFC), horizontal diffusion (HHDIF), vertical mixing
(HVMIX) as well as the surface heat flux (SHF; which is related to TSDF)
and ocean temperature (T). All of our heat budget components have been
converted from heat/solar fluxes to temperature fluxes (Methods), and
therefore have units (after converting s−1) ofK yr−1. Increasing values for the
heat budget components indicate an increase in heat storage (i.e., tem-
perature) in the ocean volume (SPNA region down to 100 m depth).
Similarly, decreasing values for the heat budget components indicate a
decrease in heat storage.Here, SPNASHFexhibits relatively large variability
(in contrast to SSF), as does both HVMIX and OHFC (HHDIF exhibits
relatively small variability). OHFC variations, as with OSFC, once again
resemble AMOC variability (e.g., Fig. 1). SHF and HVMIX variations are
largely in opposition (with SHFdominant, however), implyingheating from
increases in SHF is in part vertically mixed downwards outside the SPNA
volume (i.e., below 100 m). Similarly, cooling from decreases in SHF is
partially offset by verticalmixingof heat frombelow.Thus,we conclude that
changes in SPNAocean temperature are largely related to both SHF (largely
due to changes in aerosols and surface solar radiation) andOHFC related to
the AMOC (which, as previously mentioned, can also impact SHF).

A lead-lag correlation analysis shows significant positive correlations
between OHFC and AMOC that peak near zero lead-lag (Supplementary
Fig. 14), which reinforces the close connection between the AMOC and
OHFC (and with the previously discussed positive δSST/δAMOC sensi-
tivities southeast of Greenland). Thus, we conclude that changes in SPNA
temperature are largely related to both surface heat fluxes and OHFC (via
AMOC-related heat transport).

Discussion
Our results are limited in that we use a single climate model. However, as
mentioned above, CESM1-LE yields 20th century AMOC evolution that is
similar to that based on other models, including those participating in
CMIP625,26. We also note that our results are based on CMIP5 emissions59,
whichmaydiffer fromthose inCMIP6. For example, globalCMIP5biomass
burning emissions show a gradual decrease from 1920 to ~1950 and then a
steady increase thru 2000. In contrast, CMIP6 biomass burning emissions60

increase only slightly over the 20th century, peaking during the 1990s and
then they gradually decrease.CMIP5emissions areoveradecadeoldandare
subject to considerable uncertainties. For example, uncertainties in regional
emissions can be expected to be as large as a factor of 2 (or even larger)59.We
also note that CMIP5 emissions are decadal (i.e., the model interpolates in
between adjacent decades to resolve annual, but seasonally varying, emis-
sions). Give recent studies that show the importance of interannual BMB
variability to aspects of simulated decadal climate variability34–38, the
decadal-time scale of CMIP5 emissions adds additional uncertainty.
Although beyond the scope of this analysis, we note that CESM2-LE41 (the
successor to CESM1-LE) yields generally similar 1920-2029 BMB AMOC
evolution as found here based on CESM1-LE, in particular AMOC
strengthening from ~1970 onwards.

Despite the above caveats, we have shown biomass burning aerosols
can drive significant changes in the AMOC (Fig. 1), despite relatively small
changes in North Atlantic AOD (Fig. 2). BMBAMOCchanges are initiated
through altered North Atlantic surface solar radiation, which impact the
thermal component of the surface density flux (i.e., TSDFSW; Fig. 3), largely
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during the first time period (i.e., 1920-1965). AMOC strengthening from
1970 onwards (largely up to 1990; Fig. 5) is related to a dynamical
mechanism, involving increased subpolar North Atlantic sea-level pressure
gradient and near-surface wind speed, which increases TSDFEVAP and
TSDFSH. ContinuedAMOC strengthening (post-1990; Fig. 7) is related to a
positiveAMOC-ocean salinityflux convergence feedback (i.e.,OSFC; Fig. 9)
involving an increase in sea surface density due to increased salinity (i.e., ρS).
AMOC-induced changes in poleward ocean heat transport (i.e., OHFC; Fig.
9) also contributes through SPNA warming and enhanced TSDFEVAP, the
latter of which promotes denser surface water. Although SS burden is an
important contributor to BMBNorth Atlantic AOD evolution (particularly

in the latter timeperiods; SupplementaryFig. 5), its effectson theAMOCare
weakened due to an AMOC-SST-CLDLOW feedback.

BMB AMOC changes are largely out of phase relative to industrial
aerosol-forced AMOC variations. This implies BMB acts to mute AER
AMOC variations. As noted in the Introduction, CMIP6 models show
anthropogenic aerosols dominate 20th century AMOC evolution, although
their role may be overestimated25–27. As AMOC evolution under BMB
aerosols is largely out of phase with that due to industrial aerosols, our study
suggests one possible cause of an excessive aerosol impact on the AMOC in
CMIP6 models may be related to underestimation of the impact of BMB
aerosols.

Ocean Salinity Budget Analysis
AER                                                  BMB

a b

Ocean Heat Budget Analysis

c d

Fig. 9 | Ocean salinity and heat budget analysis.Model mean annual mean sub-
polarNorthAtlantic (45–65∘N; 0–80∘W)anomaly (relative to 1920–2029) time series
of ocean a, b salinity and c, d heat budgets under a, c industrial aerosol (AER) and
b, d biomass burning aerosol (BMB) forcing. Salinity budget components include
ocean salinity (S; black), salinity flux convergence (OSFC; blue), surface salinity flux
(SSF; gray); horizontal diffusion (SHDIF; gold), and verticalmixing (SVMIX; green).
Heat budget components (which have been converted from heat/solar fluxes to

temperature fluxes) include ocean temperature (T; black), heat flux convergence
(OHFC; blue), surface heat flux (SHF; gray); horizontal diffusion (HHDIF; gold),
and vertical mixing (HVMIX; green). Only 9-year smoothed time series are inclu-
ded. Budget components are based on vertical integration to a depth of 100m. Units
of S are practical salinity units (psu; right y-axis) and units of remaining salinity
budget terms are psu yr−1 (left y-axis). Units of T are K (right y-axis) and units of
remaining heat budget terms are K yr−1 (left y-axis).
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Finally, we note that continued GHG-induced climate change is
expected to enhance fire weather and increase wildfire activity in the
coming years61–64. Under such scenarios, our results imply a possible
negative feedback whereby 21st century warming-driven increases in
wildfires and smoke pollution may act to mute warming-driven
AMOC weakening.

Methods
CESM1-LE
CESM1-LE39 includes the CAM5 atmosphere model with 30 vertical
levels65, the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2) with 60 vertical
levels66,67, the Community LandModel version 4 (CLM4), and the Los
Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE). All model components are at ~1∘

horizontal resolution. Each ensemble member has identical external
forcing, including CMIP5 historical forcings from 1920-200559 and
Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5)68 from 2006
onwards. The first all-forcing ensemble member began in 1850 from
year 401 of a long preindustrial control (PIC) simulation. All other
ensemble members are branched from this first member in 1920, after
the application of a small random perturbation to their initial
atmospheric temperature fields (known as a “micro-perturbation”).
Thus, the ensemble spread results from internally generated climate
variability alone; however, CESM1-LE does not sample internal cli-
mate variability resulting from differing ocean states.

We note a few additional aspects of CESM1-LE that are impor-
tant for this study. CESM1 North Atlantic multidecadal climate
variability (including the AMOC) is weaker than observed, which has
been related to weak North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) variability69.
Furthermore, the climatological present-day (2005-2018) AMOC
strength (calculated as the maximum stream function below 500 m at
26∘N in the Atlantic Ocean) in CESM1 is 20.8 Sv, which is larger than
that observed by the RAPID array at 17.5 Sv (interannual standard
deviation of 1.4 Sv). We also note that the relative course ocean
resolution (an issue with all current global climate models, particu-
larly those integrated over long time periods with multiple ensemble
members) necessitates the use of parameterizations (e.g., to resolve
sub-grid scale flow, including eddy-induced and submesoscale
advection). Studies with higher-resolution ocean models70 show that
the AMOC and associated northward heat transport tend to increase
in strength at higher horizontal model resolution, and the AMOC
declines more quickly in future projections. Both low- and high-
resolution models, however, still have biases and it is not clear which
biases are most important to the AMOC strength and response to
external forcings71. Nonetheless, the relative course ocean resolution
of CESM1-LE leads to additional uncertainties and caveats in
our study.

CESM1 aerosols are treated using the Modal Aerosol Model version 3
(MAM3)72, which provides internally mixed representations of number
concentrations and mass for Aitken, accumulation and coarse aerosol
modes. CESM1 includes both aerosol radiation and aerosol cloud interac-
tions, and has an aerosol effective radiative forcing (ERF) on the high-end73

at− 1.37 W m−2, but this falls within recent 1-σ uncertainty estimates74 of
−1.60 to−0.75Wm−2. The total aerosol ERF, including that due to biomass
burning aerosol, exhibits uncertainty due to emissions, optical properties,
injection height and mixing state74–78. For example, a recent study showed
that biomass burning aerosol in most climate models is too absorbing78.

SDF Calculation
To help understand the mechanisms associated with changes in the
buoyancy-driven AMOC, we calculate the surface density flux (SDF).
SDF indicates the loss or gain of density (buoyancy) at the ocean
surface due to thermal (radiation, sensible and latent heat) and haline
(sea-ice melting/freezing, brine rejection, precipitation minus eva-
poration) exchanges26,46,47. An increase in North Atlantic SDF is
associated with the strengthening of the AMOC; a decrease in SDF is

associated with the weakening of the AMOC26. Surface density flux is
defined as:

SDF ¼ �α
SHF
cp

� ρð0; SSTÞβ SFWF × SSS
1� SSS

; ð1Þ

where cp, SST, and SSS are the specific heat capacity and sea surface tem-
perature and salinity, respectively; α and β are thermal expansion and haline
contraction coefficients; and ρ(0, SST) is the density of freshwater with a
salinity of zero and the temperature of SST. SHF represents the net surface
heat flux into the ocean (positive downward), which is estimated as a sumof
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiation, sensible (SHFLX) and latent
(LHFLX) heat fluxes, and heat fluxes from sea ice melting and other minor
sources. SFWF represents net surface freshwater flux into the ocean (posi-
tive downward) and is estimated as precipitation + runoff + ice melting
−evaporation. The first term �α SHF

cp
represents the thermal contribution

(TSDF); the second term �ρð0; SSTÞβ SFWF × SSS
1�SSS represents the haline con-

tribution (SSDF) to the density flux.

In this study, the North Atlantic is defined as 30–65∘N; 0–80∘W.North
Atlantic time series (e.g., SDF) are based on area-weighted averages over this
region. The North Atlantic region is used to investigate the initiators of
AMOCchanges (e.g., drivers of the trend reversal).Anadditional region, the
subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA), is defined from 45–65∘N; 0–80∘W. This
latter region is where the AMOC feedback are strongest, and hence, the
SPNA is used to investigate AMOC feedback.

Heat and salinity budget calculations
Although the above surface density flux calculation, including both TSDF
and SSDF and their components, is useful to understand drivers of AMOC
changes, SDF only captures surface processes and does not directly quantify
other potentially important processes, including for example salinity/heat
transport ormixing by the ocean. Thus, tomore rigorously quantifyAMOC
feedbacks, we perform heat and salinity budget calculations. The heat
budget at a particular level can be written as79:

ρ0cp
∂θ

∂t
¼ ρ0cp �∇ � ðuθÞ þ ∂

∂z
κ

∂θ

∂z
� Γ

� �
þ HDIFT

� �
; ð2Þ

where θ is potential temperature; cp is the specific heat capacity of sea water;
ρ0 is a reference sea water density;∇ is the 3-dimensional gradient operator;
u is the 3-dimensional Eulerian-meanvelocity; κ is the vertical diffusivity; κΓ
is the KPP (K-profile parameterization) counter-gradient flux of tempera-
ture; andHDIFT is horizontal diffusion, which includes eddy-induced

80 and
sub-mesoscale81 advection. Vertically integrating to a depth H (in our case,
100 m) and rewriting yields:

ρ0cp

Z 0

�H

∂θ

∂t
∂z ¼ ρ0cp

Z 0

�H
�∇ � ðuθÞ þ HDIFT

� �
∂z þ ðSHF � SHFQSW Þ

�κ
∂T
∂z

� Γ

� �
�H

� QSW3D

� 	
�H ;

ð3Þ

where SHF is the surface heat flux, defined as the sum of net surface
shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes as well as latent and sensible heat
fluxes, SHFQSW is the surface shortwave heat flux, and QSW3D is the
penetrative heat flux, accounting for the absorption of shortwave radiation
at depth H. Eq. (3) can be re-written as:

OHS ¼ OHFC þHHDIF þ SHF þ HVMIX ð4Þ

where OHS is the ocean heat storage (i.e., ocean temperature tendency),
OHFC is the ocean heat flux convergence by the resolved (Eulerian-mean)
flow (i.e., ρ0cp

R 0
�H �∇ � ðuθÞ∂z where uθ is the 3D heat transport by the

resolvedflow),HHDIF is the heatfluxdue tohorizontal diffusion (including
eddy-induced and submesoscale advection), HVMIX is the heat flux due to
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vertical mixing and SHF is again the surface heat flux (which includes
SHFQSW, as testing showed negligible solar penetration below 100 m).

As opposed to showing heat fluxes, we convert solar fluxes (units ofW
m−2) to a temperature flux (units of ∘C-cm s−1) before vertical integration
using CESM’s “hflux_factor”, which is equal to 1000

ðρ0cpÞ or 2.44e
−5. The com-

ponents of our heat budget analysis therefore have units of temperature per
unit time (i.e., K yr−1).

In a similarmanner, the salinity budget (after vertically integrating to a
depth H) can written as:

∂S
∂t

¼ OSFC þ SHDIF þ SSF þ SV MIX ð5Þ

where ∂S
∂t is the ocean salinity tendency, OSFC is the ocean salinity flux

convergence by the resolved (Eulerian-mean) flow (i.e.,
R 0
�H �∇ � ðuSÞ∂z

where uS is the 3D salinity transport by the resolved flow), SHDIF is the
salinity flux due to horizontal diffusion (including eddy-induced and
submesoscale advection), SVMIX is the salinity flux due to vertical mixing
and SSF is the surface salinity flux, estimated as the surface freshwater flux
(SFWF) multiplied by −34.7/1000, where 34.7 represents a reference
salinity8 and 1000 kg m−3 is the density of freshwater.

All terms on the right-hand side of the heat and salinity budget
equations are available for CESM1-LE and they are exact (e.g., covariance
terms are accumulated each time step and averaged at the end of each
month). For example,we use theCESMvariablesUET (fluxof heat in grid-x
direction), VNT (flux of heat in grid-y direction) andWTT (heat flux across
top face) to calculate OHFC. Each of these terms have units of ∘C s−1.
Similarly, we use the CESM variables UES (salt flux in grid-x direction),
VNS (salt flux in grid-y direction) and WTS (salt flux across the top face).
Each of these terms have units of g kg−1 s−1. The tendency term is estimated
as the difference betweenmonthly ocean temperatures or salinity (e.g., using
centered finite differencing).

These budget analyses used the Python packages POP-tools and xgcm,
which facilitate such calculations on theCESMocean (POP)grid.A detailed
description on our methodology to calculate the heat (and indirectly the
salinity) budget can be found in ref. 82. We note that this example is for a
high-resolution version of POP2 (0.1∘ horizontal resolution). As such, we
have added the additional variables necessary for the lower resolution of our
POP2 simulations, which includes adding “HDIFB_TEMP” to the hor-
izontal diffusion termof theheat budget analysis and “HDIFB_SALT” to the
horizontal diffusion term of the salt budget analysis. These terms represent
the tendency from lateral mixing through the bottom of the cell. Thus,
horizontal diffusion (i.e.,HHDIFandSHDIF inEq. (4) and (5), respectively)
is based on 3 terms, including the horizontal diffusive flux in grid-y direc-
tion, the horizontal diffusive flux in grid-x direction and the horizontal
diffusiveflux across the bottom face (termshave units of ∘Cs−1 and gkg−1 s−1

for heat and salt budgets, respectively). Additional budget terms are as
described in ref. 82, including the flux across the bottom face from diabatic
implicit verticalmixing (CESMPOP2 variables “DIA_IMPVF_TEMP” and
“DIA_IMPVF_SALT”) and the tendency from KPP non-local mixing
(CESMPOP2 variables “KPP_SRC_TEMP” and “KPP_SRC_SALT”). Both
of these terms contribute to verticalmixing (i.e., HVMIX and SVMIX in Eq.
(4) and (5), respectively).

Statistical significance and regression analysis
CESM1-LE model mean annual mean time series and trends are based on
the mean time series over all realizations (e.g., 20 for ALL and AER, but 15
for BMB). Trends are based on a least-squares regression and significance is
based on a standard two-tailed t-test. Error bars (e.g., time series plots) show
the 90% confidence interval, estimated as 1:65�σffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n�1
p where σ is the standard

deviation across realizations and n is the number of realizations. The sig-
nificance of correlations (r) is estimated from a two-tailed t-test as:
t ¼ rffiffiffiffiffiffi

1�r2
N�2

p , withN−2degrees of freedom.Here,N is thenumber of years (for

a correlation over time).

Wehave adopted themethodologyof ref. 26of decomposing theNorth
Atlantic climate response (e.g., SST) into an aerosol-forced component and
a subsequent AMOC-related feedback component. The aerosol-forced
component is obtained by regressing the North Atlantic anthropogenic
aerosol burden time series (BC+POM+SO4+SOA) onto various fields
(e.g., SST). Note that we do not use AOD, since part of the AOD signal is
related to sea salt (especially forBMB).Wealsodonot use thenegative of the
net surface solar radiation, since this field is influenced by the AMOC (i.e.,
through the AMOC-SST-CLDLOW feedback) which mutes the direct
influence of aerosols on surface solar radiation in the North Atlantic.
Spatially-dependent regression coefficients (e.g., δSST

δðBCþPOMþSO4þSOAÞ), or
sensitivities, are based on linear least squares regression applied to the
ensemble mean annual mean. To isolate the AMOC-related feedback
component, variability associated with the forced component is first
removed. This is accomplished by multiplying the forced sensitivities (for a
given field) by the North Atlantic anthropogenic aerosol burden time series
and subtracting this quantity from the original field (i.e., SST). This yields a
new field (e.g., SSTnew), without SST variability linearly associated with the
forcing. A second regression is subsequently performed, where the AMOC
time series is regressed onto this new field, yielding “feedback” sensitivities
(e.g., δSSTnew

δAMOC). These feedback sensitivities are plotted (e.g., Fig. 8) and
represent the AMOC feedback.We note that similar results are obtained in
the subpolar North Atlantic if the AMOC time series is simply regressed
onto the original field (implying AMOC feedbacks dominate the signals in
the subpolar North Atlantic).

Data availability
All data used in this analysis (i.e., CESM1-LEdata) can be downloaded from
the Climate Data Gateway at NCAR via https://www.earthsystemgrid.org/
dataset/ucar.cgd.ccsm4.cesmLE.html.

Code availability
The POP-tools Python code use to calculate the heat and salinity budgets is
available at https://github.com/NCAR/pop-tools.
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